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Higher education in Australia is in a phase of rapid change
due to significant regulatory changes, with new standards
currently being implemented for registration of institutions
and accreditation of degrees. Over the past five years the
Australian chemistry community has come to a consensus on
common Chemistry Threshold Learning Outcomes (CTLOs)
that every Bachelor level chemistry graduate from an Australian
university will have attained. The CTLOs will inform the
standards used to accredit institutions and degrees. Building
upon this, the Royal Australian Chemical Institute (RACI), the
professional body for chemists in Australia, has changed its
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accreditation process for chemistry degree programs and now
uses these CTLOs as the basis for accreditation. Therefore, it is
paramount to ensure that assessment items used allow students
to demonstrate attainment of the CTLOs for a chemistry major.
The “Assessing the Assessments” project has used an iterative
process to develop an evaluation framework to assist academic
staff at tertiary institutions to determine the alignment of
their assessment items with the CTLOs. In conjunction with
professional development workshops in which colleagues
explore the alignment of assessment items with the CTLOs,
a sophisticated tool has been developed which can be used to
evaluate assessment items. The tool yields ratings for both
engagement with and assessment of each CTLO within the
assessment task evaluated, highlighting areas of potential
improvement in current assessment practices. Comparison of
self-evaluations of tasks submitted to the project by academic
staff with evaluations conducted by the project team shows
that in the majority of cases, faculty over-estimate the ability
of their assessment items to confirm achievement of CTLOs.
Recommendations to increase the coverage of CTLOs through
changes to assessment procedures are presented. Through the
development of the framework, difficulties with interpretation
and application of some of the CTLOs have been elucidated.

Introduction
In Australia, and increasingly worldwide, higher education institutions
define attributes that graduates are expected to attain through their education (1,
2). Such attributes aim to describe, in the most general terms, what a graduate
of that institution knows, understands, and can do. In most cases they include
both academic and societal aspects, including community responsibility and
ethical behaviour (3–5). Although frequently aspirational, graduate attributes
or capabilities illustrate the philosophy of each institution and to some extent
inform the curriculum as a series of outcomes (6, 7). Such outcomes can be
aligned to shared national (8) or international (9) normative practices and present
a complex array of imposts on curriculum. A recent major project in Australia
has examined methods for assuring graduate capabilities, particularly in relation
to employability (10).
The elucidation of outcomes within a curriculum is seen as an essential
cue to learner and teacher about the intention of a learning environment (11).
Effective alignment of the objectives of the teacher to the outcomes of a learner
is most influenced by what students do (12), and within the learning environment
this is most frequently measured through assessment (13). Assessment of such
outcomes, especially those that are shared (14) or are transferable across discipline
boundaries (15) presents challenges (16). These challenges emerge from a shared
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understanding of the outcomes, both between teacher and learner, and from those
outside the immediate learning environment.
Assessment aligned to desirable outcomes can establish life-long learning
(17) and skills necessary for employability (18). In the science curriculum
there is frequently a gap between what is intended by teachers and what is
actually achieved by learners (19), and by extension there is a gap in how the
learner is assessed (20). This is especially true when intangible outcomes are
reduced to facile assessment practices (21). Thus, reforming assessment is
necessary to improve outcomes in higher education by designing better tasks that
clearly identify thresholds, and specifying how these tasks contribute toward the
attainment of a degree (22).
In this context, the corresponding regulatory requirements for Australian
institutions have recently been expressed in the Higher Education Standards
Framework (23) as follows:
1.

2.

The expected learning outcomes for each course of study are specified,
consistent with the level and field of education of the qualification
awarded and informed by national and/or international comparators.
The specified learning outcomes for each course of study encompass
discipline-related and generic outcomes, including:
•
•
•

•

3.

4.

specific knowledge and skills and their application that
characterise the field(s) of education or disciplines involved
generic skills and their application in the context of the field(s)
of education or disciplines involved
knowledge and skills required for employment and further study
related to the course of study, including those required for
registration to practise if applicable, and
skills in independent and critical thinking suitable for life-long
learning.

Methods of assessment are consistent with the learning outcomes being
assessed, are capable of confirming that all specified learning outcomes
are achieved and grades awarded reflect the level of student attainment.
On completion of a course of study, students have demonstrated the
learning outcomes specified for the course of study, whether assessed at
unit level, course level, or in combination.

The learning outcomes specified in the Higher Education Standards
Framework thus also include both discipline-specific and generic skills, analogous
to typical institutional statements of graduate attributes.
Statements 3 and 4 in the Framework indicate that for institutions to satisfy
these requirements, methods of assessment must be evaluated to ensure that they
allow demonstration of learning outcomes. In addition, the Framework implies
that all required learning outcomes must have been demonstrated by every
graduate. In order to ensure that this is the case, the degree structure must be
conditional on achieving the corresponding learning outcomes. Hence, individual
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assessment tasks must be structured to facilitate the explicit assessment of these
outcomes.
Descriptions of required learning outcomes to which this regulatory
framework applies have been developed by discipline communities through the
Learning & Teaching Academic Standards (LTAS) project (24). That project was
established in 2009 by the Australian Learning and Teaching Council (ALTC) to
facilitate and coordinate the definition and implementation of academic standards
by discipline communities. The Science LTAS project developed overarching
Threshold Learning Outcomes (TLOs) for bachelor degree graduates (25, 26).
The Science TLOs, and their derivatives, all contain a common structure, grouped
around a series of broad outcome statements (first tier) that are the bases for the
more functional statements at the stem (second tier). Read together, the base and
stem embody a particular aspect of knowledge, skills and/or attributes that every
graduate of the discipline will have explicitly demonstrated through assessment.
Within chemistry, the discipline community developed chemistry-specific
TLOs as a derivative of the science outcomes, the CTLOs (27). The current
two-tier set of CTLOs (28) states the following:
Upon completion of a bachelor degree with a major in chemistry, graduates
will be able to:
1.

Understand ways of scientific thinking by:
1.1. recognising the creative endeavour involved in acquiring
knowledge, and the testable and contestable nature of the
principles of chemistry.
1.2. recognising that chemistry plays an essential role in society and
underpins many industrial, technological and medical advances.
1.3. understanding and being able to articulate aspects of the place
and importance of chemistry in the local and global community.

2.

Exhibit depth and breadth of chemistry knowledge by:
2.1. demonstrating a knowledge of, and applying the principles and
concepts of chemistry.
2.2. recognising that chemistry is a broad discipline that impacts on,
and is influenced by, other scientific fields.

3.

Investigate and solve qualitative and quantitative problems in the
chemical sciences by:
3.1. synthesising and evaluating information from a range of sources,
including traditional and emerging information technologies and
methods.
3.2. formulating hypotheses, proposals and predictions and
designing and undertaking experiments.
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3.3. applying recognised methods and appropriate practical
techniques and tools, and being able to adapt these techniques
when necessary.
3.4. collecting, recording and interpreting data and incorporating
qualitative and quantitative evidence into scientifically
defensible arguments.
3.5. demonstrating the cooperativity and effectiveness of working in
a team environment.
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4.

Communicate chemical knowledge by:
4.1. presenting information, articulating arguments and conclusions,
in a variety of modes, to diverse audiences, and for a range of
purposes.
4.2. appropriately documenting the essential details of procedures
undertaken, key observations, results and conclusions.

5.

Take personal, professional and social responsibility by:
5.1. demonstrating a capacity for self-directed learning.
5.2. demonstrating a capacity for working responsibly and safely.
5.3. recognising the relevant and required ethical conduct and
behaviour within which chemistry is practised.

Following meetings organized by the Chemistry Discipline Network
(ChemNet) in 2012 and 2013 to elucidate the CTLOs, further levels of detail have
been expressed for CTLOs 2.1 and 3.3 as a third tier (29, 30). Within the third
tier, CTLO 2.1 has been expressed as a list that constitutes the core principles and
concepts of chemistry, while CTLO 3.3 lists the practical techniques and tools
considered fundamental to this science.
With the regulatory framework and CTLOs established, an approach
to determine whether methods of assessment are adequate to demonstrate
achievement of CTLOs was required. The design of assessment tasks is critical
because excellent assessment task design can optimise student learning (22,
31–34). In contrast, poor task design may, for example:
stop a ‘good’ student from demonstrating a high level of capability;
prevent an ‘average’ student from meeting minimum performance
requirements; or
allow a ‘poor’ student to obtain a passing grade without having
specifically met any outcomes.
While much has been written in the area of assessment design (17, 32–37),
faculty who are designing assessment tasks are often not aware of the outcomes.
This makes review of such tasks against shared outcomes by peers challenging,
requiring extensive consultation to permit effective benchmarking (38). Two
recent projects in Australia have addressed the utility of peer review of assessment
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in the context of comparability and standards when implementing the threshold
learning outcomes (39, 40). If the design of assessment tasks and their review
against a priori shared outcomes is to be effective, a shared understanding must
be developed within an agreed framework. In 2014, the Australian Government’s
Office for Learning and Teaching funded our project Assessing the assessments:
Evidencing and benchmarking student learning outcomes in chemistry (OLT
ID14-3652). This work outlines a process, informed by the literature and local
curricular practices, to develop such a framework aligning a shared set of
outcomes to a purpose-built tool. Through this process the research team have
identified the critical elements necessary to prompt the identification of effective
assessment of shared outcomes for the purposes of peer review. In this manuscript
we describe the development of a self-evaluation tool and initial outcomes of
its application. This project aimed to have an impact on all teaching staff in
Australian chemistry departments and to transform assessment practice through
direct and specific feedback to task designers.

Methodology
The first stage of this project required a number of assessment items for
preliminary evaluation and to obtain an overview of what would be involved
in the evaluation process with a diverse set of assessment items. It was critical
to not only have access to the assessment item as given to students, but also
associated documentation including the criteria for assessment as well as samples
of student work to see how the criteria were applied. The first assessment items
evaluated were provided by members of the project team from their own teaching
practice. Over a series of meetings a small selection of those assessment items
was discussed within the project team and a preliminary template was developed
as a pro forma for item submission by the wider community. The pro forma
was refined upon further discussion and as shortcomings were identified after
application to a wider variety of assessment tasks.
Using the refined pro forma as a guide, an on-line submission portal was
developed to allow assessment items to be submitted to the project team and the
associated documentation to be uploaded. This tool first collected information
about the item, including how it fitted into the assessment pattern of the unit
or subject (equivalent to an American “course”) of study in which it was used,
what it aimed to do, and whether it was compulsory for all students enrolled
in a chemistry major. The next section allowed the submitter to nominate
which CTLOs they thought were demonstrated (fully or partially) by successful
completion of the assessment item. Finally, submitters were asked whether
quality assurance processes were used in developing the item and how they
ensured that the assessment item was valid and reliable.
The evaluation of whether graduates from a particular university degree
program have achieved all CLTOs would normally be evidenced through
examination of assessment tasks in upper year levels. Nevertheless, the project
team invited the submission of assessment tasks from all year levels to build up
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a varied collection of assessment tasks. Thus, for some tasks it was not expected
that they required performance at a graduate level.
In parallel with collecting assessment items through the pro forma, a series
of professional development workshops was held around Australia to trial and
disseminate the evaluation process. Professional development workshops have
been used in a related project and were shown to reduce variability in marking
of threshold learning outcomes in accounting (38). That project specifically
attempted benchmarking of final semester assessment items and so differs in aim
and scope from the work described here. For the workshops conducted in this
project, two assessment items were discussed on each occasion: one exemplar
item supplied by the project team and one item submitted by workshop delegates.
Discussions at these workshops were guided by the project team’s suggested
evaluation process and served to increase awareness within the chemistry
education community of the importance of careful assessment design and the
application of the CTLOs. In particular, the workshops highlighted key issues
in the design of assessment tasks to meet the emerging regulatory requirements.
The discussion also contributed to the ongoing development of the project team’s
evaluation procedure. Further details of the process and outcomes of these
workshops will be reported separately.
Independently of the workshops, which only discussed a small number
of assessment items to stimulate discussion about the process, evaluations of
assessment items were carried out individually by submitters using the online
portal and then by members of the project team. Following this, collaborative
discussion within the project team led to a final evaluation of each assessment
item. This extended process together with the workshops aimed to build a mutual
understanding of the CTLOs and what is required for a task to confirm their
achievement. Over the course of the project, the procedure used to evaluate tasks
at workshops and amongst members of the project team has continually evolved
to accommodate issues evident from feedback received.

Results and Discussion
Development of the Evaluation Tool
The initial evaluation procedure was split into two stages. First, a judgement
was made as to whether the task’s design allows for the assessment of each base
(first tier) CTLO claimed, based solely on the marking scheme and instructional
material for the task as provided to students. Subsequently, examples of student
work associated with the task were used to confirm whether student outputs
actually did exemplify each CTLO claimed, in line with the design of the task.
Evaluators provided a yes/no or met/not met rating to each of the base CTLOs at
the two stages, respectively.
The straightforward yes/no rating was immediately found to be too simple,
as evaluators wanted the ability to rate partial engagement with a CTLO. In
addition, evaluation needed to distinguish whether the task merely allowed
potential engagement with the CTLO or whether it was actually required to be
demonstrated. A further issue noted in the workshops was that some evaluators
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had the tendency to re-mark student work rather than evaluating the design of the
assessment item itself. It was also recognised that the potential for activities to
engage students with a CTLO (task design) was often conflated with whether or
not their achievement of the CTLOs was actually evaluated (assessment design).
To resolve these issues, the task evaluation procedure was then revised
into three stages which concerned the task design, student work and assessment
strategy respectively. Here the “task design” refers to the structure of the activities
conducted by the students in completion of the assessment item, judged based
on the instructional material provided to students. The “student work” comprises
the material a student may submit towards marking and assessment, potentially
evidencing their attainment or otherwise of the task’s learning objectives. Finally,
the “assessment strategy” refers to the means by which attainment or otherwise
of the task’s learning objectives is judged: typically a rubric or marking scheme.
Thus, the revised evaluation procedure included the following three parts for each
first tier CTLO:
1.
2.
3.

Task design: Does the task design allow students to engage with the
CTLO? Does the task design require the demonstration of the CTLO?
Student work: Does the student work provide evidence that the student
has achieved the CTLO?
Assessment design: For each CTLO identified in Stage 1, does the
assessment strategy require the student to evidence achievement of the
CTLO in order to gain credit?

The first and second parts of this evaluation process were similar to the
previous format, with the exception that it was explicitly recognised that a
task could potentially allow engagement with a CTLO without requiring that
engagement to complete the task. The final part of this evaluation format was
intended to be informed by the first two stages and explicitly relate to the
assessment strategy only, keeping judgement of CTLO attainment (assessment)
distinct from the activities enabling CTLO engagement (design of the task). The
provision of evidence by students was emphasised, because workshop discussion
had revealed that many tasks allowed students to engage with a CTLO through the
activities conducted, but evidence of this was not contained within the submitted
student work samples. Thus, the final part of the evaluation allows comment on
the extent to which the assessment strategy (particularly the marking scheme)
draws on student evidence to demonstrate that the CTLO has been met. This
is crucial and is the origin of many differences in evaluation outcomes from
submitters compared with the project team.
Following the completion of a number of evaluations in this format,
some further issues were noted that made the process unsatisfactory to users.
Evaluations using this format almost universally resulted in different comments
about different sub-tiers of the first tier CTLOs, making it necessary to allow
separate feedback for each. A modification was therefore made to allow
evaluation of each CTLO at the second tier level (e.g. 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 etc.) rather
than at the first level (e.g. 1, 2, 3).
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The evaluation form also did not allow for partial ratings, which were
recognised as necessary in many cases even when evaluating the CTLOs at
the second tier. The evaluation forms were initially amended to include partial
ratings, but confusion arose as to when a partial rating was appropriate. Through
discussion of specific assessment items, two independent reasons were identified
for partial ratings at the second tier level:
•
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•

addressing only part of the (second tier) CTLO statement, some of which
are expressed as several parts (13); and
addressing the second tier CTLO to a level insufficient for graduate
standard.

These two dimensions are separate and therefore a response grid was
designed with axes labeled “ portion” and “level” to reflect these respective
aspects of engaging with or demonstrating the second tier CTLOs. Thus, a
‘four-square’ decision matrix was developed using a 2 x 2 grid to evaluate both
the level and portion of a CTLO addressed by either the task design, submitted
student work or the assessment design (as defined previously). The “portion”
dimension of the grid is shaded based on whether all features contained within the
statement of the second tier CTLO are addressed. The “level” dimension of the
grid is shaded based on whether the relevant portion of the CTLO is addressed at
a level of scope and complexity suitable for graduate level attainment. Anderson
and Krathwohl’s revision to Bloom’s taxonomy (28) was suggested as a tool to
assist in classifying the “level” dimension: broader scope (a range of types from
the knowledge dimension of the taxonomy) and greater complexity (higher stages
of the cognitive domain of the taxonomy) were suggested to be associated with
“graduate” level work, whilst narrow scope and lesser complexity were suggested
to be more appropriate to a “developing” level. Figure 1 shows the matrix used
and Figure 2 shows the five possible outcomes of the evaluation.

Figure 1. ‘Four-square’ decision matrix.
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Figure 2. Five possible outcomes of the ‘four-square’ classification

This matrix allowed evaluators to simply and quickly shade the corresponding
quadrants to illustrate their judgements for the different parts of the task evaluation
procedure, for each CTLO. It also allowed rapid visual comparison of matrices
completed by different members of the project team and workshop participants,
highlighting components of the CTLOs found not to be addressed within the task
evaluated.
In its first iteration, this ‘four square’ shading process was used in response
to the three questions below, for each second tier CTLO. As previously, “task
design”, “student work” and “assessment strategy” here refer to the structure of
activities conducted, the work submitted for assessment and the explicit judgement
of learning outcome attainment, respectively.
1.
2.
3.

To what extent does the task design allow students to engage with the
CTLO?
To what extent does the student work evidence attainment of the CTLO?
To what extent does the assessment strategy (particularly the marking
scheme) require students to evidence the CTLO in order to gain credit?

However, it was found that this was time consuming and responses engaged
far too heavily at the task design and student work sections (questions 1 and 2
above) with little engagement with the assessment component of the evaluation
(question 3). Focus on exemplars of student work frequently resulted in
re-marking rather than informing the final decision on the rating for assessment.
Thus, in the final iteration, no component was included for the evaluation of
student work. Instead student work exemplars were only used to illustrate
any differences between the intended assessment strategy (as described in
stated marking criteria) and the enacted assessment strategy (as observed in the
allocation of marks in practice). The ‘four square’ format was used solely for
evaluating engagement with the CTLO through the design of activities conducted
by students (task design), whilst judgement of student attainment of the CTLO
(assessment) was evaluated separately using a newly devised rating system.
Evaluation of the assessment aspect of a task consisted of determining whether
marks or credit for the task are explicitly conditional on students demonstrating
the evaluated component of the CTLO. One of four possible “assessment ratings”
could be assigned: if there was no engagement with the task in the first component,
a rating of zero was recorded. If any level of engagement had been determined,
but no marks were conditional on demonstrating the CTLO, then a rating of 1
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was given. If marks were conditional on demonstrating the engaged component
of the CTLO, the assessment rating was decided based on whether a student could
feasibly obtain a “pass” mark for the task without demonstrating the engaged
component of the CTLO. If so, then a rating of 2 was recorded. If not, an optimal
rating of 3 was assigned. Table 1 summarises the rating method for assessment
that was developed.
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Table 1. Assessment ratings for the engaged component of CTLOs
0

There is no engagement with the CTLO.

1

The task is designed to allow engagement with the engaged component of the
CTLO, but no marks or credit are conditional on demonstrating it.

2

Marks or credit are explicitly conditional on demonstrating the engaged component
of the CTLO, but students could feasibly pass the task without doing so.

3

Students cannot pass the task unless the engaged component of the CTLO is
demonstrated.

The numerical ratings were designed to specifically highlight the difference
between allowing engagement with a CTLO versus actually assessing its
attainment (the difference between 1 and 2), and additionally to directly focus on
whether passing the assessment could be said to confirm attainment of the CTLO
(the difference between 2 and 3).
The full tool for evaluation of assessment items is shown in Figure 3.
Although it was developed in an organic way based on the CTLOs, it can be
applied to evaluate assessment items against any desired set of learning outcomes
to be achieved. The ‘four-square’ grid to the left reflects student engagement
with the CTLO through the design of activities students are required to complete
(task design) whilst the square to the right is used to report an assessment rating,
judged using stated marking criteria.

Figure 3. Final tool used for evaluation of each CTLO.
This tool allowed for a multidimensional final scoring for each CTLO for a
particular assessment item, allowing for several levels of differentiation between
the multiplicity of different ways that assessment tasks are implemented within
degree programs. Together, the engagement and assessment components gave
the final rating for how capable each given assessment item was at confirming
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a particular CTLO had been achieved, as required within the Higher Education
Standards Framework (23). This response format resolved many ambiguities
present in the previous task evaluations. A typical example of the outcome of
evaluation of an assessment item using the tool is given in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Example of an evaluation of an assessment item using the tool
developed in this project.
In the example above, the shaded ‘four-square’ component of the evaluation
coupled with the assessment rating give a quick and simple visualisation of the
degree to which each CTLO is assessed within the task.
For CLTO 1.2: Recognising that chemistry plays an essential role in
society and underpins many industrial, technological and medical advances,
the particular task evaluated above concerned the control and monitoring of
atmospheric pollution, but not other features of the CTLO statement (part of
the CTLO), at a high level of complexity in a rich, broad task pitched at final
year undergraduate students (graduate level). However, no marks were seen
to be allocated to students for directly evidencing this understanding in their
work (Assessment rating 1). These ideas are all encompassed in the simple
visual presented above of a two-vertical square engagement classification with an
assessment rating of 1.
Similarly, for CTLO 3.4: Collecting, recording and interpreting data and
incorporating qualitative and quantitative evidence into scientifically defensible
arguments, the task above was judged to involve some components of the CTLO
statement: namely the incorporation of qualitative and quantitative evidence into
defensible arguments, but not others: there was no clear direct application of
experimental techniques to collect the data (part of the CTLO). The parts of the
CTLO covered were, however, engaged at a deep level of scope and complexity
(graduate level). Evaluators also judged that no student could possibly obtain
a “pass” for the task without demonstrating attainment of these components of
the CTLO at graduate level, justifying an assessment rating of 3. Again, this
information is all encapsulated within the simple and efficient format above.
Preliminary Observations about Assessment Tasks Evaluated
With this tool, based on consideration of a variety of assessment items
and feedback from the professional development workshops, the project team
evaluated a further 17 different assessment items that had been submitted using
this format. During this process our personal understanding of what was sufficient
to demonstrate achievement of a CTLO was shared and a consensus was usually
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reached. The availability of two-dimensional partial ratings largely solved
previously reported problems with evaluating engagement with many CTLOs,
particularly the multi-part CTLOs 3.2 “formulating hypotheses, proposals and
predictions and designing and undertaking experiments” and 3.3 “applying
recognised methods and appropriate practical techniques and tools, and being
able to adapt these techniques when necessary” (29). Each of these CTLOs
encompasses quite distinct sets of skills, which are at different levels of cognitive
process within the revised Bloom’s taxonomy (41). Only tasks that require the
higher order process are likely to address the full CTLO at the graduate level.
However, some ambiguity still existed regarding what it meant to have
engaged with some CTLOs, due to issues of interpretation. For example, the
meaning of “self-directed” learning within the statement of CTLO 5.1 is open to
interpretation at present. The question exists as to how a task can be designed to
explicitly engage students with this CTLO, given that it would seem a student
cannot be said to be “self-directed” if the teacher directed them to complete the
task. Ambiguity also exists for all TLOs regarding what it means for a CTLO to
be attained at graduate level. Because a definition of the graduate level threshold
itself was beyond the scope of the project, this issue has been flagged as a tension
and remains unresolved.
Related to these issues are ambiguities regarding what constitutes engagement
with CTLOs relevant to laboratory work, which is a fundamental part of the study
of chemistry (42–44). Some assessment tasks asked students to design or describe
experimental work, but did not actually involve laboratory work, raising questions
as to whether tasks could be said to involve engagement with CTLOs 3.3, 3.4,
4.2 and 5.2. Tasks in which this issue arose involved laboratory preparation
work including safety analyses, virtual laboratory work and descriptive tasks
about laboratory work. Some members of the team considered that these tasks
could achieve partial engagement and an assessment score of 2 in the tool
(Figure 3). Other team members strongly felt that without physically entering
a laboratory, there is no engagement with these CTLOs and they must have an
assessment rating of zero, regardless of how marks are allocated for the task.
This was a disagreement that may be resolved through further consultation within
the chemistry community, because it is finally the decision of the chemistry
community as to how the CTLOs should be interpreted.
If a student can obtain a pass mark by partially completing many assessment
items in a one semester unit or a whole degree program of study, but without
demonstrating any CTLO completely, this is an indication that the assessment
format is inadequate and does not satisfy the requirements of the regulatory
framework (23). Assessment items with an assessment rating of 3 within our tool
prevent this; a pass mark can then only be obtained if the CTLO is demonstrated.
However, the tool presented here applies to singular tasks only and does not in
itself account for cumulative demonstration of CTLOs across many tasks. The
evaluation of assessment practice only at the level of isolated assessment tasks
thus presents a limitation in the tool’s capabilities, most evident for CTLOs 2.1
and 4.1. CTLO 2.1 refers to the principles and concepts of chemistry, which are
expected to be taught and assessed throughout a three year degree. (Australia does
not have a liberal arts tradition and has 3-year bachelor degrees in science and
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related disciplines.) A single assessment task will likely only require engagement
with and deliver assessment of a fraction of the full list of principles and concepts
described in the third tier of this CTLO (2.1(i), 2.1(ii) etc), meaning that for this
CTLO, partial engagement ratings were inevitable. A similar issue exists for
CTLO 4.1, which addressed communication “...in a variety of modes, to diverse
audiences, and for a range of purposes”. Typical assessment tasks only covered
one mode, one audience and a single purpose for the task, again meaning partial
engagement with the CTLO was common within singular assessment tasks. The
diversity required by these CTLOs is intended to be reached across a degree
program, meaning that results of single task evaluations, performed using the
tool presented here, must be viewed in the context of the wider program in which
the single assessment task is a small part. In order to demonstrate that a student
has achieved these CTLOs completely, all assessment tasks of their degree must
be considered together. Such mapping of degrees has been undertaken at some
institutions for specific programs of study (29, 45, 46) although without the
detailed analysis of assessment items that our tool allows. Evaluation of an entire
degree program including analysis of student work on all assessment items entails
an enormous amount of work, and given the continual changes to assessment
strategies may not be feasible or worthwhile.
Important insights into optimal assessment design together with
characteristics of well-designed assessment tasks have been obtained through
the process of evaluating assessment items using the two-stage engagement and
assessment approach within our tool. The first significant finding is that having a
well-defined marking rubric is essential. This is because otherwise it is impossible
to determine whether a student could pass without demonstrating the CTLO, and
whether marks are allocated for demonstrating the CTLO at all. Achieving an
assessment rating of 2 (reflecting judgement of CTLO attainment) rather than a
rating of 1 (reflecting engagement with the CTLO, without judgement of student
attainment) could often be easily rectified by stated allocation of marks to various
aspects of the task which were present, but not awarded credit explicitly. Second,
we have found simple ways to improve existing assessment tasks without major
changes or increases in workload, in particular with regard to all parts of CTLOs
1 and 4, as follows. Requiring commentary on the role of chemistry in society
is easily added to many assessment items that at the moment do not assess any
aspect of CTLO 1. Requiring oral presentations or other forms of reports rather
than the typical laboratory or research reports can satisfy CTLO 4. Third, we
found many tasks that involved group work, which were interpreted by submitters
to therefore demonstrate achievement of CTLO 3.5. However, working in a
group is not in itself teamwork. This observation suggests a lack of understanding
among Australian chemistry faculty about how to teach and assess group work to
encourage interdependence and cooperativity as required by the CTLO (47–49),
as opposed to sharing a task, experiment, report or piece of equipment. This
implies an urgent need for professional development on this topic.
The process that was undertaken by the project team also leads to further
questions, including:
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•
•

How many CTLOs can reasonably be met in one assessment task, or what
is the ideal number of CTLOs to attempt to achieve per assessment item?
How do we know when a student has ‘achieved’ a CTLO?
How many times does a CTLO need to be ‘achieved’ so that we have
confidence in the student’s capabilities?

Having evaluated numerous assessment items within small groups of
project team members, it was observed that almost all submissions, even from
members of the project team, were overly optimistic in their ratings. That is, the
self-evaluations claimed many more CTLOs and a more complete coverage of
these compared with the evaluations conducted by the project team. A similar
finding was reported regarding inquiry in laboratory experiments, with many
faculty characterizing their experiments as involving inquiry although this was
not supported by application of an appropriate rubric (50). Figure 5 illustrates
this finding by showing the task submitter’s self-evaluation data for the same
assessment item shown in Figure 4 compared with the outcome of the project
team’s evaluation.

Figure 5. Comparison of submitter’s evaluation with project team evaluation of
CTLOs for a single assessment item.

It can be seen that while the submitter considered that this item fully achieved
seven of the CTLOs and partially achieved another six, the evaluation of the project
team only found engagement with eight CTLOs in total. Of those, four did not have
marks attached to the CTLO (rating of 1) and of those which were allocated marks,
only one CLTO was necessarily demonstrated in order to obtain a “pass” (rating
3). In addition, it is worth noting that the project team found better engagement
with two of the CTLOs than the submitter suggested.
To illustrate the extent of the issue with self-evaluation, Figure 6 shows the
component of each CTLO judged by the project team to be assessed within the
task, for all cases where the submitter of the task claimed the full CTLO was
addressed. The number under each CTLO shows how many tasks were thought
by submitters to address that CTLO in full, whilst darkness of the shading in
each square reflects the proportion of these tasks in which that quadrant of the
engagement classification was shaded by the project team (as per Figure 2) and
had marks associated (assessment rating 2 or 3). Assessment of the whole TLO,
as claimed by submitters in this data, would be observed as a fully shaded grid.
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Figure 6. Components of the CTLOs assessed as judged by the project team for
cases where the submitter claimed that the full CTLO was addressed.
There are several important pieces of information within Figure 6. First, the
numbers of assessment items thought by submitters to engage students with each
CTLO in full was highly variable. In fact CTLO 3.2 “formulating hypotheses,
proposals and predictions and designing and undertaking experiments” has never
been suggested by submitters to be addressed in full by any task in this sample of
17 assessment tasks. Some tasks within the sample are claimed by submitters to
address this CTLO in part (not contributing to the data presented in Figure 6), but
not in full. Much like CTLOs 2.1 and 4.1 discussed previously, this CTLO may
also only be addressed fully using multiple tasks across an entire program of study.
Second, other than CTLOs 2.1 and 3.4, fewer than half of the assessment items
thought by submitters to assess CTLOs in full were found by the project team
to even assess them to the smallest extent (bottom left quadrant). That is, most
items did not assess the CTLO even at a developmental level, but were considered
by their submitters to be capable of confirming achievement of the full CTLO.
Based on these preliminary observations, there is a gap here which may need to
be remedied through extensive training and professional development.
Finally, it can be seen by the prevalence of white squares in the upper right
hand quadrant that very few assessment items were found to assess the full CTLO
at a graduate level. While many more assessment items are needed to obtain a full
picture, this may already point to some problems for institutions in satisfying the
new regulatory requirements.

Conclusions
We have developed a sophisticated tool for determining the ability of
assessment items to demonstrate attainment of stated learning outcomes. The tool
leads to an engagement rating expressed as a 2 x 2 matrix examining the portion
and level of engagement with the learning outcome, and a numerical assessment
rating from 0 - 3 for actual marks awarded. Together these ratings give a quick
visual overview of the coverage by an assessment item of a specified outcome.
This tool can be applied to any assessment item and any set of learning outcomes,
although is most practical for learning outcomes at an intermediate breadth. For
the purposes of this project, the Australian CTLOs were evaluated at the second
tier level (i.e. CTLO 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 etc., not CTLO 1, 2, 3, etc.). The top tier was
trialled in the initial stages of the evaluation process, but was considered too
coarse for useful feedback on the assessment items, while using the third tier
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(CTLO 2.1.1, 2.1.2 etc.) would have required significantly more time and was
not expected to lead to more useful information.
Using this tool, the combination of a set of assessment items in a unit of
study or degree program can be easily evaluated to determine whether all stated
learning outcomes are required to be demonstrated by students. It is clear from
evaluation of the approximately 40 assessment items so far submitted that not all
CTLOs are assessed equally well, and some do not seem to be assessed at all (29).
Thus, use of the tool can inform design and modification of assessment tasks to
ensure that students are given the opportunity to demonstrate all required learning
outcomes during their degree programs. Moreover, application of the tool requires
deep reflection on the set of learning outcomes in use and may lead to revision or
modification of the wording of these to allow their practical application.
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